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4000mts of the Alps

Description

 

Ascending a 4000 mts mountain is a target for many hikers.

Completing the ascent of the whole 82 4000mts peaks of the Alps is a dream of a more 

exclusive entourage of hikers.

Both the categories found here their sweet spot on the web to gather informations.

Breithorn, Punta Giordani, Pyramide Vincent, Balmenhorn are -to name a few- simple 
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mountains at the reach of hikers used to spend the day in the mountain and cover about a 

thousand of meters of difference in altitude. Some are reachable within the day, other require 

a night at the lodge and we might even be able to hike two peaks a day.

Castore, Polluce, Mont Blanc du Tacul, Pizzo Bernina are some ideas for whom with a little 

extra experience, want to cope with some extra technical challenges.

The world of the 4000mts peaks of the Vallese with its difficult ascent itineraries and the world 

of the Oberland- Bern are all awaiting our passage.

What are you waiting for? We are here to answer your questions, doubts and sail off together 

for a new experience!!!

4000mts of the Alps

Paraphrasing a well-known italian ad:” A 4000 mts is for everyone…”

First experience on the height or expert hikers wanting to reach the most complex mountain 

tops.

Next step is to choose and start!

Level:

Beginners to expert hikers

Partecipants:

Depending on the ascent, maximum 5 for the easiest ascents.

Where:

Alpine Arch

Period:

June to September

Duration:

1 to 3 days

Days



Depending on your request

Cost

Depending on the ascent cost.

The investment includes

the assistance of the Alpine Guide UIAGM during the whole lenght of the activity.

The investment doesn’t include

extra expenses like cableways,refuge expenses, public or private transportation 

expenses.

The Alpine Guide expenses are on the partecipants.


